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Supervise students and property in schools

Tradition of quality and innovation

XT

FlexiDome – stylish,
discreet and tough!
This is one tough camera! FlexiDomeXT can
withstand the challenges of a variety of
applications – indoors or out. Compact in
design, it easily blends into its environment while
providing reliable, high-quality performance
that’s synonymous with the Bosch name. But
the price is what’s most attractive – FlexiDomeXT
gives you features and functionality that’s
second-to-none and affordable.
Excellent performance out of the box

Open the box and FlexiDomeXT is ready to go!
Setting up the camera is incredibly easy –
automatic backlight compensation and
advanced digital signal processing take the
hassle out of installation. And setting the field
of view is easily accomplished with the camera’s
varifocal lens plus the pan, tilt and rotation
adjustments. A few simple steps and
FlexiDomeXT is ready to go to work.

A view you’re sure to love

FlexiDomeXT image quality is excellent. You’ll
get clear, distinguishable images thanks to a
variety of features including high sensitivity,
color fidelity and camera resolution.

For over 100 years, the Bosch name has stood for quality
and reliability. Bosch Security Systems proudly offers
a wide range of fire, intrusion, social alarm, CCTV,
management and communication systems and
components to help you find the solution for any
application. We are the global supplier of choice for
innovative technology backed by the highest level of
service and support. When you need solutions you
can rely on, choose Bosch.

When light levels are low, FlexiDomeXT high
resolution color models shine. With NightSense,
the camera automatically turns up the sensitivity
and automatically switches into monochrome
mode, giving you the highest quality images
possible in dim lighting. You’ll capture details
that weren’t possible before. See people in a
parking lot, inventory in a showroom and more
anytime – day or night – with the detail you need.
In situations that demand extra protection, the tough, impact-resistant
FlexiDomeXT ensures uninterrupted surveillance coverage. Stylish and
durable, FlexiDomeXT also provides excellent quality images – even in
low light with NightSense!

When you have a high-risk area you need to
cover, choose the camera that stands up to the
challenge. FlexiDomeXT is the smart,
economical choice.

FlexiDome and NightSense are a trademark of Bosch Security Systems.

Security you can rely on.

Security you can rely on.
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Overview of the FlexiDome range
FlexiDome I

FlexiDome II

FlexiDomeXT

– Standard protection

– Standard protection

– Impact resistant

– Monochrome or color

– Monochrome or color

– Monochrome or color

– Standard resolution

– High resolution

– High resolution

FlexiDomeXT Mounting
options are available for
wall or pipe applications.

– NightSense
Fixed lens:

2.1 mm super wide angle

Fixed lens:

2.1 mm super wide angle

3 mm standard

3 mm standard

6 mm telephoto

6 mm telephoto

Varifocal lens: 2.8-6 mm standard
2-4 mm wide angle
3-6 mm f/1.2 fast

With surface
mount option
(LTC 1347/00)

4-9 mm telephoto

Full line-up of professional
FlexiDome cameras

The FlexiDome series from Bosch offers a
wide range of dome camera solutions for use
in virtually any surveillance and observation
applications. The series includes:
• A full range of lens options, from super
wide-angle to telephoto
• Standard and high-resolution cameras,
both color and monochrome
• Choice of accessories for indoor and
outdoor use

Blends into prominant décor

Design details that
make the difference
A durable solution

Excellent picture quality

Thanks to its impact-resistant design,
FlexiDomeXT offers a durable solution where
cameras are exposed to risk of damage. As well
as the high-impact bubble, FlexiDomeXT has
shock-resistant mountings for extra protection.
The IP66 (Nema 4) rating allows for use in wet
or dirty conditions.

The FlexiDome cameras offer excellent picture
quality under varying lighting and environmental
conditions. The high-performance sensor,
digital signal processing and automatic features
ensure maximum clarity in changing lighting
conditions without manual adjustment.

Compact, discreet design

Set the scene – easily

All FlexiDome cameras have a compact,
unobtrusive design. With a protrusion just over
three inches (8 cm), the virtually flush-mounted
appearance makes them ideal for prestigious
environments such as banks, hotels, reception
areas and galleries.

Simple camera alignment and varifocal lens
adjustment allow on-site selection of the desired
field of view. For accurate focus setting, the lens
adjustment tool simulates the presence of the
camera’s outer dome. Camera set-up is further
simplified by a portable monitor connection.

Simple steps to get started

Wide-range AC or DC power supply

Installation is quick and easy, thanks to the
fully integrated system design and wide-range
power supply. Flexible configuration allows
the camera to be matched to specific
surveillance requirements without complex,
time-consuming set-up procedures. Quick
connection is ensured by screw terminals for
power and a standard BNC video connector.

The wide-range 12 - 28 VAC or DC power
supply allows flexible connection – the image
quality is not affected by voltage changes.
The line-lock feature on AC power synchronizes
the camera, maintaining a stable, roll-free
picture while eliminating color changes.

Flush mount

Protective inner
liner to further
conceal camera

Part of a professional security solution

The complete line of FlexiDome cameras from
Bosch combine professional design and durable
construction to provide a cost-effective security
solution you can rely on.

Simple camera
alignment

To learn more, talk with your local Bosch dealer
or visit www.boschsecurity.us

View low light conditions with NightSense

Keep a watchful eye on parking lot and garages

Monitor guards and inmates

Oversee shoppers in a mall

Guard valuable collections in libraries

Secure surveillance for public venues
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